Auto & transportation discounts

Let AMA Member Benefits PLUS take you further! We’ll help you reach your destination and enjoy the journey for less.

Exclusive savings on Mercedes-Benz vehicles
Your AMA membership makes you eligible for exceptional savings on a host of impressive Mercedes-Benz vehicles. The craftsmanship, intelligence and performance that you expect from a Mercedes-Benz vehicle is exactly what you get with the EQ lineup. Mercedes-Benz continues its long legacy of excellence and pushes that level of commitment even further.

AMA members can access incentives up to $4,500 toward your down payment or cash due at signing on a new Mercedes-Benz today.

Get started:

- View this month’s incentives (PDF, valid through Aug. 31, 2023).
- Complete the Mercedes-Benz Incentive Form (members only) to access the discount.

Exclusive offer from Volvo
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Volvo is one of the fastest-growing premium brands and a leader in the fast-growing premium electric segment. The company is committed to rethinking sustainability efforts within its operations and society by reducing its environmental impact and fuel consumption. Volvo aims to be a fully electric car company by 2030 and climate neutral by 2040.

Volvo is also behind some of automotive history’s most important safety innovations.

Volvo is proud to offer AMA members $1,000 off the purchase or lease of any vehicle.

Volvo AMA program benefits include:

- Get $1,000 off any new pure electric, plug-in hybrid or mild hybrid models. Certified by Volvo vehicle purchases and Overseas Delivery purchases also qualify.
- Members are allowed two pin numbers per year, as well as three more for family and friends to use.
- Offer can be combined with other Volvo retail incentives.

Get started with Volvo discounts:

- Learn how to redeem your Volvo benefits as an AMA member.
- Complete the Volvo PIN generation form (members only) to access the discount.
- Browse Volvo’s full lineup and find a retailer near you.

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Additional terms and conditions apply, including verification of current AMA membership status.

Disclaimers

1 Fleet incentives available only for qualified customers on certain MY23 Mercedes-Benz models. Not all engine variants eligible for Fleet incentives. Please confirm with dealership if chosen vehicle is eligible for Fleet incentives at the time of purchase. Incentive must be used at time of purchase/lease. Eligible person must be the buyer/co-buyer or lessee/co-lessee. Star AccessSM incentives cannot be used in conjunction with Diplomat, European Delivery, Special Demos, Certificate Programs, Mercedes-Benz Incentive Bonus Cash and other Fleet programs, or non-U.S. specification vehicles. Incentive amounts are subject to change on a monthly basis and should be confirmed with your dealer at the time of transaction. Amount of actual savings may vary depending on model selected. Offer expires October 2, 2023.
Restrictions apply. For active members of the American Medical Association and designated sponsees; active members may sponsor up to three (3) Volvo PINs per year.

Available toward the purchase or lease of a new 2023 Volvo; a Certified by Volvo vehicle purchase; or an Overseas Delivery purchase. Retired Service Loaners/Courtesy Vehicles and Retailer Demonstrators are also eligible. While supplies last, subject to availability. Volvo Car USA reserves the right to exclude or modify model or trim eligibility at any time.

Must take new retail delivery within 90 days of PIN creation date. Only one (1) Volvo PIN allowed per vehicle. Limit two (2) personal Volvo PINs and three (3) sponsored Volvo PINs per member per year. Additional purchase eligibility is extended to the eligible individual’s spouse and/or members of their immediate household. The buyer/lessee and the Volvo PIN participant’s legal home address must match the sales or lease contract. Co-buyers or co-lessees are permitted.

The Authorized Volvo Car retailer determines final sale price, base MSRP does not include packages, options, destination charge, port installed accessories or dealer accessories (if applicable).

Purchase Bonus, Lease Bonus, Loyalty Bonus, Conquest Bonus and/or Volvo Allowance when and if available are subject to change at any time and may vary from month to month and may differ based on geographic location. Not compatible with other A-Plan by Volvo or Public Affinity Offer PINs. Volvo Car USA reserves the right to discontinue this offer at any time without notice. Vehicles may be shown with optional equipment at an additional cost. European specification vehicles may be shown. See Volvo Car retailer for complete details and eligibility.
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